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Abstract
The convective heat losses of cavity receivers for solar thermal power towers
are of great importance for the overall efficiency of the whole system. How-
ever, the influence of wind on these losses has not been studied sufficiently for
large scale cavity receivers with different inclination angles. In this present
study the impact of head-on and side-on wind on large cavity receivers with
inclination angles in the range of 0◦ (horizontal cavity) to 90◦ (vertical cav-
ity) is analyzed numerically. The simulation results are compared to data
published in literature. When no wind is present the losses decrease consider-
ably with increasing inclination angle of the receiver. In case of a horizontal
receiver wind does not have a huge impact on the losses: they remain con-
stant on a high level. In case of an inclined cavity wind increases the heat
losses significantly in most of the cases, although the highest absolute value
of the losses occurs for the horizontal receiver exposed to head on wind. In
some cases, when wind is flowing parallel to the aperture plane, a reduction
of the heat losses is observed. The temperature distribution in the cavity is
analyzed in order to explain the impact of wind on the heat losses. Wind
in general causes a shrinking of the zone with uniform high temperature in
the upper region of the cavity, whereas wind flowing parallel to the aperture
plane additionally inhibits hot air from leaving the cavity and therefore leads
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to an increased temperature in the lower zone.
Keywords: concentrating solar power, computational fluid dynamics, open
cavity receiver, mixed convection, wind
1. Introduction1
Concentrating solar power (CSP) plants are a promising option for future2
energy production. Since the produced heat can be easily stored, these power3
plants are capable of providing demand-oriented electricity from a renewable4
source. Different CSP technologies exist: parabolic trough systems, solar5
power tower systems and dish/engine systems. In solar power towers a large6
number of mirrors, the so-called heliostats, reflect the sunlight onto a receiver7
on the top of a central tower [1]. In the receiver, sunlight is absorbed and a8
fluid is heated, which can be used to produce electricity. In a dish system a9
single mirror tracks the sun and reflects it onto a receiver which is connected10
with the structure of the mirror.11
Different designs for the receiver exist, one is the so-called cavity receiver.12
Here, the idea is to take benefit of the concept of a cavity in order to effi-13
ciently reduce the radiative losses. In technical designs radiative losses are14
eventually reduced to the same order of magnitude as the convective losses15
[2, 3]. Thus, it is very important to estimate the convective losses of cavity16
receivers in order to calculate the overall efficiency of the plant. In gen-17
eral, convective heat losses cannot be easily calculated due to the complexity18
of buoyant flows. A common approach to calculate these losses is to use19
correlations, making them dependent on the particular design. Due to the20
importance of an estimation of the losses, several studies focused on the anal-21
ysis of convective heat losses of cavity receivers. Some of these studies are22
presented in the following structured by their approach: theoretical studies,23
experimental studies and finally studies using computational fluid dynamics24
(CFD) simulations.25
1.1. Theoretical and early numerical studies26
In the first studies on convective losses it was proposed to calculate the27
losses with correlations for a flat plate of the size of the aperture [4] or for28
all walls inside the cavity [5]. Later on, Eyler [6] performed an analysis of29
the flow inside a horizontal and an inclined cavity using a two-dimensional30
numerical code. The simulation results showed a stably-stratified region in31
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Nomenclature
Gr Grashof number
Nu Nusselt number
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
α Angle of the wind direction
β¯ Thermal expansion coeffi-
cient
ν¯ Kinematic viscosity at film
temperature
∆T Temperature difference
Twall − T∞
λ Local conductivity of the
fluid
ν Local kinematic viscosity of
the fluid
φ Inclination angle of the cav-
ity receiver
ρ Local density of the fluid
τwall Wall shear stress
Θ dimensionless temperature
spread
T¯ Film temperature
ACavity Surface area of the inner
cavity with the temperature
Twall
d Inner diameter of the cavity
dap Diameter of the receiver
aperture
g Acceleration of gravity
L Inner length of the cavity re-
ceiver
T∞ Temperature of the environ-
ment
Twall Temperature of the cavity
receiver walls
uwind Wind velocity
the top of the cavity. Based on this upper zone inside the cavity Clausing [7–32
9] developed a numerical model, which can be used to estimate the losses for33
any cavity geometry. The cavity is divided into two zones by the horizontal34
layer which goes through the upper lip of the aperture (fig. 1). The fluid35
temperature in the upper zone, the so-called stagnant zone, is assumed to36
be equal to the wall temperature. For the walls in the lower zone, the so-37
called convective zone, standard correlations were used to calculate the heat38
flux from the walls into the convective zone. The layer between the zones39
is treated as wall as well. For the heat transfer through the aperture the40
velocity is calculated by assuming it is increasing linearly with the vertical41
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Figure 1: Sketch of the temperature distribution inside of an inclined cavity. The cavity
is divided by the horizontal layer (dashed line) which goes through the upper lip of the
aperture. The upper zone is called stagnant zone and the lower zone is the convective
zone.
height of the aperture. For a cavity exposed to wind this velocity is combined42
with the wind velocity to an effective velocity through the aperture. As the43
heat transport is limited by the ability to transfer energy from the walls44
to the convective zone, the temperature inside the convective zone is close45
to the ambient temperature. Since wind increases only the energy transfer46
across the aperture, Clausing concluded that it has almost no influence on47
the convective losses.48
1.2. Experimental studies49
Kraabel [3] performed an experiment on convective heat losses using a cu-50
bical cavity with a Grashof number of Gr = 3 · 1010. The cavity was mounted51
horizontally and only the losses caused by natural convection were analyzed.52
As the cavity was not placed inside a building, low wind velocity in front53
of the cavity could not be avoided, but no influence of the ambient wind54
on the convective losses was noted. In another experiment the losses of a55
receiver with a Grashof number Gr = 2.9 · 1011 mounted on the top of a56
power tower were measured [2]. The receiver was heated up to 343 ◦C and57
the total losses were estimated by measuring the flow rate of the heat trans-58
fer fluid and its temperature drop. The convective losses were calculated by59
subtracting the analytically calculated radiative and conductive losses. The60
receiver was exposed to different wind speeds up to Reynolds numbers of61
about Re = 7 · 105, but the influence of wind speed and wind direction were62
smaller than the accuracy of the experiment, again showing that under these63
boundary conditions the effect of wind is negligible.64
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In the following years research on the convective heat losses focused on65
smaller receivers used in dish applications. The losses of the cavity receiver66
used in the Shenandoah Project caused by natural and forced convection67
were analyzed in [10] and [11], respectively. The losses for wind speeds up to68
a Reynolds number of about 2.3 · 105, head-on and side-on wind for different69
receiver inclinations (φ = 0◦...90◦) were measured [11]. The head-on wind as70
well as the side-on wind increased the losses of the receiver significantly in71
contrary to the findings described above. The author argued that this could72
be explained by the different length scale of the cavities. The ratio Re2/Gr73
was about one order of magnitude higher in his experiment compared to the74
cavities analyzed in the other studies. This ratio, also known as the inverse75
Richardson number Ri−1, represents the influence of forced convection related76
to natural convection.77
The influence of low wind speed (up to Re = 0.6 · 105, head-on and side-78
on) on the losses of cavity receivers for dishes with different inclination angles79
(φ = 0..90◦) was analyzed by Prakash et al. [12]. The experiment showed80
that with increasing inclination of the receiver, wind has a higher impact81
on the heat losses. However, the highest absolute losses were measured for82
the receiver with no inclination and head-on wind. Side-on wind for the83
horizontal receiver even leads to a decreased heat-loss, which was explained84
by an obstruction of the air leaving the receiver due to the wind.85
1.3. CFD simulations86
With increasing computational power in the past years it is nowadays87
possible to use CFD models to predict the losses of cavity receivers. The88
CESA-1 receiver of the Plataforma Solar de Almeria was simulated under89
windy conditions [13]. As expected from the previous discussion, the tem-90
perature inside the cavity did not change with increasing wind speed. How-91
ever, the losses increased slightly, which was explained by an enhanced heat92
transfer at the cavity walls. Another CFD simulation carried out for a face-93
down cavity receiver for solar-reforming showed a substantial increase of the94
convective losses for higher wind speeds [14].95
Altogether the influence of wind on the convective heat loss of cavity96
receivers has been analyzed in several studies, but the analyses came to dif-97
ferent conclusions about the influence of wind. As mentioned above, the98
differences in the results were accounted to the different sizes of the cavities.99
Some of the cavity receivers were smaller because they were designed for100
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dish applications whereas the cavity receivers for solar towers are substan-101
tially larger. Therefore, the influence of wind compared to the influence of102
the buoyancy was different for the analyzed cavity receivers, which can be103
expressed by the ratio Re2/Gr [11]. Hence, there is still a high uncertainty104
concerning influence of wind on large cavity receivers for solar power towers,105
since a systematic analysis of the influence of wind on cavity receivers with106
different inclination has not been performed yet. The purpose of this study107
is to perform such a systematic analysis by using CFD simulations.108
2. Numerical model and setup109
Since the purpose of this study is a general analysis of the influence of110
wind on the convective losses, an isolated axisymmetric cavity in a wind111
tunnel like environment was simulated. The simulations were carried out for112
the following dimensionless parameters113
Gr =
β¯∆Tgd3
ν¯2
= 2.9 · 1010 (1)
114
Θ =
Twall − T∞
T¯
= 1.085 (2)
with the thermal expansion coefficient β, the inner diameter of the cavity115
d, the temperature difference between the walls of the cavity and the am-116
bient air ∆T , the acceleration of gravity g and the kinematic viscosity ν.117
The fluid properties for the dimensionless numbers are evaluated at the film118
temperature119
T¯ = 0.5 · (Twall + T∞) . (3)
The simulations were performed for different wind velocities uwind up to a120
Reynolds number of121
Re =
uwindd
ν¯
= 3.4 · 105 . (4)
The wind velocity was assumed to be constant and a steady state in-flow122
condition was used.123
A sketch of the cavity geometry and the surrounding, illustrating the124
dimensions, is shown in fig. 2. The cavity has an aperture dap = 0.6d and125
an inner length L = 1.08d. In the simulation the inner cylindrical wall and126
the end of the cavity are kept at a constant uniform temperature. All other127
walls are assumed to be adiabatic, because only the convective losses from128
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Figure 2: Sketch of the Cavity inside the wind tunnel like surrounding
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Figure 3: Definition inclination angle (φ) of the cavity. On the left the head-on (α = 0◦)
and on the right the side-on (α = 90◦) wind case is shown.
the inner cavity are in the focus of this study. The convective heat losses of129
the inner cavity walls130
Q˙ = λ · dT
dn
(5)
is calculated using the surface normal gradient of the Temperature dT
dn
and131
the local conductivity of the fluid λ. Using the heat losses the dimensionless132
Nusselt number is obtained with133
Nu =
Q˙ · d
∆TACavity · λ¯
(6)
Two different wind directions were simulated: head-on wind (α = 0◦) and134
side-on wind (α = 90◦), each for a cavity with an inclination angle φ of 0◦,135
30◦, 60◦ and 90◦. The angle definitions are shown in fig. 3. The angle of the136
wind direction and the cavity inclination angle can be varied independently.137
138
The full set of equations, that is the continuity equation, Navier-Stokes139
equation and energy equation were solved using the CFD code OpenFOAM140
2.2.0 [15] with variable fluid properties and perfect gas behavior. For pressure-141
velocity coupling the SIMPLE scheme was used and all derivatives were dis-142
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cretized with second order schemes. The flow in the cavity is slightly unstable143
as are many buoyancy driven flows. In order to obtain reliable results, an144
unsteady RANS method is applied [16]. Turbulence is modeled using the145
k-ω-SST turbulence model.146
A mesh consisting of hexahedral elements was created for the geometry.147
The dimensionless wall distance y+ =
y·√τwall
ν·√ρ for every wall participating in148
the heat exchange was designed to be on the order of one. A two-step mesh149
convergence study using three different meshes was performed by increasing150
the number of elements in each direction by a factor of about 1.3. For a151
horizontal cavity (φ = 0◦) at the highest Reynolds number the resulting152
Nusselt number on the finest mesh containing about 4.2 million elements153
differs less than one percent compared to the next coarser mesh. Thus, the154
finest refinement level was used for all the calculations.155
3. Results156
3.1. Integral results157
Figure 4 shows the Nusselt number for the convective heat losses versus158
the ratio Re2/Gr for head-on wind (α = 0◦). A large value of Re2/Gr means159
that the influence of buoyancy can be neglected. Additionally to the simu-160
lation results indicated by the markers, the heat losses as predicted by the161
model proposed by Clausing [8] are shown with lines. This model was chosen162
as comparison because predictions based on this model have been proven to163
give good results in case of natural convection for a huge range of different164
geometries [17]. The model includes the influence of wind, however, it pre-165
dicts that its influence is small. For a horizontal cavity receiver the model166
predicts a slight increase of the losses for small wind velocities. For higher167
velocities the losses remain almost constant. With increasing cavity inclina-168
tion the losses become more and more independent of the wind velocity. In169
case of a face-down receiver (φ = 90◦) this model predicts the losses to be170
constantly zero.171
In case of natural convection (Re2/Gr = 0) the simulation results, indi-172
cated by the markers, match the prediction of the Clausing model well when173
looking at the relative deviation except for the case of a face-down receiver:174
in contrast to the prediction of the Clausing model the simulations show that175
a face-down receiver has low convection losses even without wind.176
For the case of a horizontal receiver exposed to head-on wind the simula-177
tion results also agree with the prediction of the model. However, for cavities178
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Figure 4: Nusselt number shown as a function of Re2/Gr for different receiver inclinations
with head-on wind (α = 0◦). Besides the simulation results, the results of the Clausing
model [8] are shown.
with higher inclination angles (φ > 0◦) the simulation results deviate from179
the losses predicted by the model. In contrast to the model, the influence of180
wind increases in the simulation for cavity receivers with higher inclination181
angles. For a cavity receiver with an inclination angle of φ = 60◦ the losses182
at the highest wind speed exceed the losses of the no-wind case by a factor183
of three, whereas the face down receiver has about 9.5 times higher losses.184
The results for the cavity receiver with a 30◦ inclination angle differ from185
the other simulated cases. The losses are reduced at low wind speeds. After186
reaching a minimum at medium velocity case they start increasing again.187
The results for the side-on wind (α = 90◦) case are shown in fig. 5. As188
the Clausing model does not include the influence of the wind direction, the189
results for the model are the same as in in the head-on wind case shown in190
fig. 4. The simulation results, however, differ from the head-on wind case191
and, accordingly, they deviate from the results of the model as well. For the192
horizontal receiver small wind velocities lead to slightly increased losses. But193
once again the medium wind velocity causes a reduction of the losses before194
they increase again for the highest velocity case. The same trend occurs for195
the 30◦ inclined cavity, although the reduction is not as distinct as for the196
horizontal cavity. For the case of the cavity receiver with an inclination angle197
of 60◦ no reduction is observed in the simulations. Results for the face down198
receiver are the same as in the head-on wind case.199
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Figure 5: Nusselt number shown as a function of Re2/Gr for different receiver inclinations
with side-on wind. Besides the simulation results, the results of the Clausing model [8]
are shown.
3.2. Detailed analysis of the flow structure200
An analysis of the temperature and velocity field inside the cavity receiver201
gives an insight into the influence of wind. Figure 6 shows the combined202
vector and temperature plot of a vertical slice through the center of the203
cavity for the case of Re2/Gr = 1.4. The cavity design protects the inner fluid204
from the wind outside, which results in much smaller velocities inside. The205
temperature underneath the horizontal plane that goes through the upper lip206
of the aperture is close to the ambient temperature, whereas the temperature207
above this layer is significantly higher. However, in this case it is not equal208
to the wall temperature as assumed by Clausing [8].209
For further analysis, the temperature distribution inside the cavity is210
reduced to a mean temperature profile along the vertical axis (black line in211
fig. 6). For this the temperature along a horizontal line in the central vertical212
plane of the inner cavity (dashed line in fig. 6) is averaged. These mean213
temperature profiles for a horizontal cavity are shown in fig. 7. This plot214
can be used to analyze the influence of wind on the temperature distribution215
inside the cavity. The position of the horizontal layer through the upper lip of216
the aperture is illustrated with the horizontal thin dashed line. The two zones217
described above can be seen as well: the increased temperature in the upper218
region and the region with the temperature close to ambient temperature219
below. By comparing the profiles for the different velocities it can be seen220
that wind does not have a significant impact on the temperature distribution221
inside a horizontal cavity. This results in almost unchanged losses compared222
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Tmean
Figure 6: Combined temperature and velocity plot for the horizontal cavity (φ = 0◦) and
head-on (α = 0◦) wind with Re2/Gr = 1.4. The mean temperature profiles are obtained
by calculating the mean temperature for each horizontal (dashed) line along the vertical
axis inside the cavity.
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Figure 7: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 0◦ and α = 0◦. Wind does
not change the mean temperature profile significantly.
to the natural convection case and is in good agreement with the analysis of223
Clausing [8].224
For the case of a cavity with an inclination of φ = 30◦ things are different225
(fig. 8). In case of natural convection and lowest wind speed the air temper-226
ature in the upper third of the cavity equals the wall temperature. In the227
middle is a transition zone, where the temperature decreases almost linearly228
from wall temperature to nearly ambient temperature. The horizontal layer229
through the upper lip of the aperture is located in this zone. In the lower230
third the temperature is close to ambient temperature. The temperature in231
this lowest zone increases only slightly from no-wind case to the case of the232
lowest wind speed, whereas it is significantly higher in the two cases with233
higher wind speeds. At the same time, the size of the region in which the234
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Figure 8: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 30◦ and α = 0◦. Higher wind
velocities lead to an increased temperature in lower region of the cavity.
temperature equals the wall temperature shrinks.235
The same two effects occur for the receiver with the inclination angle236
φ = 60◦, but in this case the size of the zone with constant temperature is237
larger than the other two zones as it can be seen in fig. 9. Additionally, in238
this case wind has a more distinct influence on the zones: with increasing239
wind speed the size of the zone with constant temperature shrinks, whereas240
the size of the transition zone increases. The mean temperature distribution
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Figure 9: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 60◦ and α = 0◦. The increased
temperature in the lower zone comes along with a decreased size of the upper zone.
241
inside the vertical cavity does not differ very much from the φ = 60◦ case (fig.242
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Figure 10: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 90◦ and α = 0◦. Wind reduces
the mean temperatures everywhere in the cavity.
10). In this case the size of the constant temperature zone extends almost243
throughout the entire cavity in case of natural convection, but its size shrinks244
distinctly when wind is present.245
As it was already shown before, the influence of side-on wind is quite246
different, but once again the temperature distribution inside the cavity gives247
a deeper insight. Low wind speeds coming from the side for the case of a248
horizontal cavity result in a higher temperature inside the convective zone249
compared to the case of natural convection as shown in fig. 11. For the250
highest wind velocity analyzed in this study with Re2/Gr = 3.9 the mean251
temperatures inside the cavity are reduced again compared to the tempera-252
ture profile for the case Re2/Gr = 1.4. But they are is still higher than in253
the no-wind case, which means that the respective heat flux from the walls254
into the cavity is lower. Therefore, the losses are reduced compared to the255
natural convection case.256
The side-on wind for cavities with higher inclination leads to an increased257
temperature in the convective zone as well, as shown exemplary for the cavity258
with an inclination of 60◦ in fig. 12. But at the same time it forces the layer259
between the two zones to move upward, which, on the contrary, causes higher260
losses.261
Comparing all the plots for the mean temperature profiles of the cavities262
in case of natural convection one noticeable feature appears: throughout all263
inclination angles the dimensionless temperature at the height of the upper264
lip of the aperture is a constant value of (T − T∞)/(Twall − T∞) ≈ 0.37.265
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Figure 11: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 0◦ and α = 90◦. Side-on wind
results in higher mean temperatures almost everywhere inside the cavity. After reaching a
maximum for Re2/Gr = 1.4 the mean temperatures along the relative cavity height drop
again for the highest simulated velocity.
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Figure 12: Mean dimensionless temperature profile along horizontal lines inside the cavity
as a function of the relative vertical height for the case φ = 60◦ and α = 90◦. For
high inclined cavities wind reduces the size of the upper zone with constant temperature
significantly.
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4. Discussion266
The simulated mean temperature profile showed three different zones in-267
side the cavity: In the top a zone where the temperature is equal to the wall268
temperature, at the bottom a zone where the temperature is close to ambient269
temperature and in between a transitional zone where the temperature de-270
creases almost linearly from wall temperature to ambient temperature. For271
the horizontal cavity receivers the uppermost zone is missing, because the272
region above the upper lip of the aperture is too small. In Clausing’s [8]273
model these three zones are merged into two zones: the convective zone and274
the stagnant zone. The transition zone is neglected. This is a good approx-275
imation in the natural convection cases. Thus, the losses predicted by the276
model and the simulations match quite well. When the cavity is exposed to277
wind, however, the simulations indicate a shrinking of the upper zone with278
constant temperature and an increasing transition zone, especially for the279
inclined cavity receivers. This is probably due to the fragility of the thermal280
stratification, which is disturbed by the slightly increased velocities inside281
the cavity when wind is present. When the upper zone is shrinking, some282
parts of the walls, which are in the constant temperature zone in the natural283
convection case, now contribute to the losses. Hence the losses increase. In284
the Clausing model the position of the layer between the stagnant and the285
convective zone is not influenced by wind and therefore, this effect does not286
occur in the model.287
In some cases a temperature rise in the convective zone can be observed as288
mentioned in section 3. This is believed to be caused by wind flowing parallel289
to the aperture plane. The external flow inhibits hot air to flow through the290
aperture. The hot air is redirected back to the convective zone, causing an291
increased temperature in this zone. As a result of the increased temperature292
level the heat flux from the walls into the convective zone is reduced. This293
is associated with decreasing heat losses. The same effect can be explained294
by analyzing the heat transfer across the aperture out of the cavity. The295
heat flux out of the cavity must be equal to the heat flux from the walls into296
the cavity. Wind changes the energy transport across the aperture: the flow297
parallel to the aperture results in a much higher resistance for this energy298
flux. As a consequence the temperature inside the cavity must increase.299
However, with increasing wind speed the resistance is reduced again due to300
an enhanced energy transfer across the aperture. This leads to a decreasing301
temperature in the stagnant zone in case of the highest investigated velocity302
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(a) View on the whole cavity
(b) Close up of the aperture
Figure 13: Combined temperature and velocity plot for the cavity with an inclination
angle φ = 30◦ and head-on (α = 0◦) wind with Re2/Gr = 1.4. The air is redirected by
the front cover of the cavity and flows parallel to the aperture plane.
(see fig. 11) and an increasing convective heat loss. The flow parallel to the303
aperture occurs in the side-on wind cases, but as well in the head-on wind304
(α = 0◦) cases with inclined cavities as shown in fig. 13. In the latter cases305
the air is redirected by the front cover of the cavity.306
In most of the cases both effects occur simultaneously: wind results on307
the one hand in a shrinking stagnant zone and on the other hand in an308
increased temperature inside the convective zone. Depending on which effect309
is dominant, wind leads to increasing or decreasing heat losses with rising310
wind speed. In the cases, in which wind leads to reduced losses, the losses311
are minimal for wind speeds around Re2/Gr = 1.4. In this case wind and312
buoyancy have almost the same influence on the flow. For higher wind speeds,313
wind becomes dominant and the losses start to increase again. However, even314
for the case of the highest simulated wind speed the heat losses are still a315
mixed convection problem: otherwise the convective heat losses would be316
the same for the cavities with different inclination angles exposed to side-on317
wind.318
The results for a horizontal receiver are consistent with the observation319
described in [2, 3]. It is likely that the slight changes of the losses cannot320
be measured in a receiver used in a power tower. For inclined large cavities321
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used in power towers no experiments have been performed yet. However,322
experimental data exist for smaller cavities used in dish systems. Increasing323
losses with rising wind speed are reported in [11, 12]. This is consistent324
with the results of the present simulation. A reducing effect of wind on the325
losses was not observed by Ma [11], but his experiment was performed for326
relatively high wind velocities. Prakash et al. [12], who focused on small327
wind velocities, described a reduction of the losses for a horizontal cavity. In328
order to compare the results of the present simulations for the large cavity329
to the results of the smaller cavities it is interesting to take a closer look at330
the ratio331
Re2
Gr
=
u2wind
β∆Tgd
∝ u
2
wind
d
. (7)
As mentioned above, this ratio represents the influence wind to buoyant332
effects on the heat losses. In order to keep this ratio and therefore the balance333
of wind to buoyant effects constant, wind speed must be decreased for smaller334
cavities. This might be an explanation why the reduction occurs for smaller335
wind speeds in case of a smaller cavity. In the experiment performed by336
Prakash et al [12] a reduction was only observed for the horizontal cavity337
and side-on wind, but the cavity used in that experiment in contrast to the338
present cavity had a ratio dap/d of approximately one so that apparently the339
effect show in fig. 13 does n5ot occur. This leads to the conclusion that the340
reduction of the losses by wind might depend strongly on the actual geometry341
of the cavity. It should be mentioned, that the absolute values of the Grashof342
and the Reynolds number are relevant to the losses and therefore the results343
are not fully transformable, but the comparison gives more confidence in this344
special phenomenon occurring in the simulation.345
5. Conclusion and Outlook346
The influence of head-on wind (α = 0◦) and side-on wind (α = 90◦) on347
cavity receivers with different inclination angles in the range of 0◦ to 90◦348
has been analyzed numerically. The results were compared to the Clausing349
model described in [8]. When no wind is present the Clausing model and the350
simulation results match very well. Additionally, for the case of a horizontal351
cavity and head-on wind model and simulation give almost the same predic-352
tion for the convective heat losses. Both, simulation and model, show that353
wind has only a small influence on the losses of horizontal cavity receivers,354
although they give different results in case of the side-on wind. For cavity355
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receivers with higher inclination angles simulations show in most of the cases356
a distinct increase of the losses, which is in contrast to the predictions of357
the Clausing model. Mean profiles of the temperature distribution inside358
the cavity were used to show that the stagnant zone shrinks with increasing359
wind speed, which results in higher losses. Predictions of a model could be360
improved by including this effect. In some cases a reduction of the heat losses361
with increasing wind speed was observed. This effect was explained by wind362
flowing parallel to the aperture plane, which inhibits hot air from leaving: a363
temperature raise was noted in the mean temperature profiles. It is likely364
that this effect depends strongly on the geometry of the cavity. However,365
in following investigations it might be an interesting option for a reduction366
method of the losses: the receiver should be designed in a way that wind is367
redirected to flow parallel to the aperture plane.368
In accordance with the previous numerical analyses a steady state in-369
flow condition was used, in order to obtain comparable results. However, it370
might be interesting to study the influence of a time variable wind speed and371
direction as the wind conditions in front of a receiver change as well.372
The obtained results from the simulation were discussed in the context of373
available experimental results. The results are in accordance with published374
results for horizontal cavities, where data is available for power tower re-375
ceivers. A scaling approach was introduced to compare simulation results of376
the large cavity to experimental data of small cavities which were designed377
for dish systems. However, an experimental analysis of large scale cavity378
receivers for power towers should be pursued.379
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